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The lyric poetry of German Expressionism opens a brand new period within the German literary
language. The center themes of the Expressionist epoch from 1910 to 1920 comprise the fields
of the trendy city, the premonition and event of a primary global War, the realm of commercial
labour- but additionally surround the hunt for brand new instructions in politics and faith and for
emotional sanctuary via poetry and in it. Lyrik Des Expressionismus the customarily apocalyptic
violence of the Expressionist lyric is a touchstone for the literary adventure Lyrik Des
Expressionismus of main issue in modernism. brief compact introductions lead into the thematic
fields. Texts by means of Georg Simmel, Friedrich Nietzsche, Gustav Landauer, Kurt Pinthus
offer an introductory entree to the diversity of difficulties faced through this epoch. "
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